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About CHRIPS
The Centre for Human Rights and Policy Studies (CHRIPS) is a leading international African research centre 
based in Kenya that conducts high-quality policy-relevant research on human rights, security, terrorism and 
counter-terrorism, violence, crime and policing.

Since our founding, we have continued to engage academics, policymakers, and other key stakeholders in the 
generation and dissemination of new knowledge that facilitates innovative and effective policy solutions to the 
pertinent security challenges in Africa.

We have forged research partnerships with premier research institutions in Kenya and internationally, which 
have yielded many high-quality research outputs. We are also committed to developing globally competitive 
African researchers through training and mentorship in the fields of security and human rights through research 
collaborations and fellowships.

Mission
To provide policy solutions to pertinent 

security challenges in Africa through 
generation and dissemination of 
knowledge, policy influence, and 

capacity development

Values
Integrity

Teamwork

Professionalism

DIversity

Accountability

Vision
A secure and just Africa
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Last year was yet another period of adjusting to the COVID-19 challenges. For us at the Centre for Human 
Rights and Policy Studies, it was also a year of continued expansion of our research and knowledge generation 
work, strengthening of partnerships, and increased engagement with various policy actors.

Most significantly, CHRIPS last year launched its 2021-2025 Strategic Plan. The Plan is significant in that it builds 
on 10 years of the Centre’s work and sets out the strategic journey that the organization seeks to travel for the 
next five years. The Plan builds on the successes of CHRIPS in the last ten years and seeks to consolidate those 
achievements even as it moves into the next five years of its work. In those ten years, the Centre has emerged 
as a leading think tank on security from a justice and human rights perspective. It has established a solid and 
recognized record of high-quality research that contributes to knowledge in areas that have not previously 
received the attention they deserve. 

The Centre also continued to generate high-quality research products in the year 2021. In total, the Centre 
produced a record of twelve publications touching on issues of private security and counterterrorism, youth 
inclusion and crime prevention, as well as on policing. The Centre also participated in various policy forums at 
local, national and international levels.

The Centre continued to engage the public communicating its research on its digital media platforms, traditional 
media and other media appearances. 

In the year, the Centre’s experts continued in their tradition of excellence, reaching new milestones in their 
professional lives and their research outputs. Patrick Mutahi successfully defended his PhD at the University 
of Edinburgh.

Dr Mutuma Ruteere

Director

Introduction
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CHRIPS launched its strategic plan which will guide the organisation’s operations for the next five years. The 
Strategic Plan is predicated on CHRIPS’ vision of “a secure and just Africa” that is to be realized through the 
provision of “policy solutions to pertinent security challenges in Africa through generation and dissemination 
of knowledge, policy influence and capacity development.”

In the five years of the Plan, CHRIPS has identified four key result areas that its operations will be organized 
around. These are:

1. Security Sector Reforms

2. Terrorism, Countering Violent Extremism, and Transnational Crimes 

3. Technology and Security

4. Conflict and Stability

The Plan has also identified four overarching issues that will be key. These are: 

1. Capacity Development 

2. Performance Management

3. Communication 

4. Financing and Sustainability

In our work, CHRIPS will be guided by the values of integrity, teamwork, professionalism, diversity, and 
accountability. For more details on our strategic focus download the document using the link: Strategic Plan 
2021 - 2025

STRATEGY

https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/strategic-plan-2021-2025/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/strategic-plan-2021-2025/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/strategic-plan-2021-2025/
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24th November – (L – R) CHRIPS Board 
Chair Francis Aywa, Communication 
Officer Lynda Ouma and Director Dr 
Mutuma Ruteere

24th November – Guests during the launch of CHRIPS Strategic Plan

HIGHLIGHTS OF CHRIPS RESEARCH AND PUBLICATIONS 
IN 2021

CHRIPS continued its tradition of producing outstanding research products. This section highlights research 
studies we undertook in 2021 and the resulting publications.

Trends of Violent Extremist Arrests and Attacks in Kenya

CHRIPS released its fourth Observatory report on Trends of 
Violent Extremist Attacks and Arrests in Kenya which looked 
at incidents that took place between January – December 
2020.  The 2020 report recorded an increase in the number 
of terror attacks in the country from 34 in 2019 to 69 
reported attacks in 2020. The Terrorism Observatory was 
set up in 2017 to monitor data arising from an increase in 
terror-related attacks and arrests in the country. Download 
the report using the link:  Trends of Violent Extremist Attacks 
and Arrests in Kenya January - December 2020

http://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/trends-of-violent-extremist-attacks-and-arrests-in-kenya-january-december-2020/
https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=3b36dab163&e=1a2cdd934e
https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=3b36dab163&e=1a2cdd934e
http://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/trends-of-violent-extremist-attacks-and-arrests-in-kenya-january-december-2020/
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Spotlight on security and Kenya’s electoral environment: 
Sep 2020 to Mar 2021

As Kenya began preparations for elections in 2022, the 
CHRIPS Research team released a brief examining the 
current political environment. Covering events that took 
place between September 2020 to March 2021; the 
document examines the ongoing debates on the building 
bridges initiative, the preparedness of institutions mandated 
to oversee elections in the country and trends that may lead 
to violence. This brief is the first instalment in a series that 
will be looking at emerging issues and trends as the 2022 
general elections approach.

Promoting Accountability in CVE and Policing in Kenya
CHRIPS completed its study on Promoting Accountability in CVE and Policing in Kenya. The study set out 
to increase public and policy understanding of private security actors as part of the network of policing of 
counterterrorism in Kenya. To this end, key informant interviews and training workshops were conducted 
which aimed at improving the knowledge and skills of private security actors on terrorism, preventive and 
counter-terror measures. The training sessions were held in five counties namely: Nairobi, Kilifi, Mombasa, 
Kwale, and Nakuru. Participants were taken through three modules:

1. Introduction to Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in Kenya and the Region – it introduced    
 participants to the terrorism phenomenon in Kenya; highlighting the trajectory it has taken to date.

2. Private security and terrorism - it provided participants with an introduction to the role private   
 security firms have played in emerging security concerns, particularly terrorism.

3. Human Rights and Counter Violent Extremism - equipped participants with an understanding of   
 human rights within the context of counter-terror; promotion and protection of human rights while  
 countering terrorism.

Building on the outcomes and success of the training sessions, CHRIPS hosted two policy workshops in Nairobi 
and Mombasa counties. These brought together state actors, civil society organisations, community-based 
organisations, private security actors, the business community, researchers and academics in the security 
sector in Kenya and the region. The in-depth deliberations brought about salient challenges in accountability 
and adherence to human rights norms in preventing and countering violent extremism in Kenya. Discussions 
also revealed best practices and commendable initiatives by private security actors in collaboration with other 
CVE stakeholders in the prevention of terrorism initiatives.

Study findings show that  private security sector players have a key role in  the prevention of and in some 
instances responding to terrorism. It is essential that their contribution is not only recognised by both state 
and non-state actors working in CVE issues but they must be involved and included in programmatic, research 
and policy discussions on terrorism in the country. 

https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/spotlight-on-security-and-kenyas-electoral-environment-sep-2020-to-mar-2021/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/spotlight-on-security-and-kenyas-electoral-environment-sep-2020-to-mar-2021/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/spotlight-on-security-and-kenyas-electoral-environment-sep-2020-to-mar-2021/
https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=69efc42014&e=1a2cdd934e
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Role and Accountability of Private Security in Countering 
Violent Extremism in Kenya

This report discusses issues of accountability of private 
security companies in the context of countering violent 
extremism in Kenya. The data is drawn from a review of 
literature, interviews with key informants, and insights from 
five workshops that CHRIPS held in five counties: Nairobi; 
Kilifi; Mombasa; Kwale, and Nakuru. The workshops were 
held between July and August 2021 and involved a total of 
127 representatives and stakeholders across the five counties 
which included 107 male and 20 female participants. 

Private Security in Preventing and Countering Violent 
Extremism in Kenya

This policy brief addresses gaps and challenges in the role of 
private security actors in preventing and countering violent 
extremism. As a result of emerging security concerns, 
private security actors have taken an active role in this 
regard. The brief looks at gaps and challenges in the role of 
private security actors in preventing and countering violent 
extremism offering a set of policy options meant to inform 
research and policy review.

Private Policing and Countering Violent Extremism: Role, 
Contribution and Challenges

This workshop note draws from discussions held by experts 
at workshops addressing accountability of private security 
actors in countering violent extremism (CVE) convened 
by CHRIPS in Kilifi, Kwale, Mombasa, Nairobi and Nakuru 
counties between August and September 2021. It explores 
the contributions private security actors have made in 
the fight against violent extremists and concludes with 
recommendations that should be considered to mitigate 
challenges that might be faced as they make adjustments to 
take up increased roles in the provision of security services.

https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/role-and-accountability-of-private-security-in-countering-violent-extremism-in-kenya/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/role-and-accountability-of-private-security-in-countering-violent-extremism-in-kenya/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/role-and-accountability-of-private-security-in-countering-violent-extremism-in-kenya/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/private-security-in-preventing-and-countering-violent-extremism-in-kenya/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/private-security-in-preventing-and-countering-violent-extremism-in-kenya/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/private-security-in-preventing-and-countering-violent-extremism-in-kenya/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/workshop-notes/private-policing-and-countering-violent-extremism-role-contribution-and-challenges/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/workshop-notes/private-policing-and-countering-violent-extremism-role-contribution-and-challenges/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/workshop-notes/private-policing-and-countering-violent-extremism-role-contribution-and-challenges/
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31st August – Private security actors in Nakuru 
County during a training session.

17th August - Dr Fathima Azmiya (Technical 
University of Mombasa) training participants 
on digital surveillance in CVE, Kilifi county.

24th August – Patrick Kubasu (Technical 
University of Mombasa) Q n A session in Kwale 
County Training

19th August- Rahma Ramadhan (CHRIPS 
Research Fellow) training participants 
on human rights and countering violent 
extremism measures, Mombasa County.

23rd Sept - Annette Kimitei, (Chairperson KEPSA 
Security Sector Board) Nairobi Policy Workshop

28th Sept -  Munira Hamisi (Mombasa County 
CVE Directorate) Mombasa Policy Workshop
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Youth Inclusion for Violence Prevention
The Youth Inclusion for Violence Prevention Project, a collaboration between the Centre for the Study of 
Violence and Reconciliation (CSVR) and the Centre for Human Rights and Policy Studies (CHRIPS), investigates 
the role of public-sector employment and livelihood support programmes in promoting socio-economic 
inclusion of youth and preventing violence. Thus far researchers from both organisations have done extensive 
literature review, conducted key informant interviews, held focus group discussions and participated in several 
webinars evaluating findings from the study sites. The overall objective is to analyse the impact and potential of 
such programmes in South Africa and Kenya documenting innovations in how such programmes engage youth 
and implications for violence prevention. Outputs from the CHRIPS thus far include:

Youth Empowerment Initiatives, Social Inclusion and 
Violence Prevention

This report presents the results of empirical research 
examining the Kenya Youth Empowerment and Opportunities 
Project (KYEOP) which aims at increasing youth employability 
through skills training, internships, as well as skills matching 
of youth with private sector employers. This study was done 
by CHRIPS in partnership with the Center for the Study of 
Violence and Reconciliation (CSVR). It was conducted in 
Kondele and Kawangware neighbourhoods in Kisumu and 
Nairobi Counties respectively between December 2020 and 
September 2021.

Impact of Kenya Youth Employment Opportunities Project 
on criminal and political violence

This policy brief presents a key analysis from the study on the 
impact of KYEOP on reducing vulnerability to criminal and 
political violence in Kawangware and Kondele. It takes into 
account the growing popularity and scale of investments in 
youth job creation and economic empowerment programmes 
in Kenya. The brief aims to contribute to the understanding 
of the nexus of youth economic opportunities and violence 
and to serve as a reference point for future initiatives.

Addressing social exclusion and barriers to participation 
in youth programmes

This intervention brief draws from a study of the Kenya 
Youth Employment and Opportunities Project (KYEOP) by 
CHRIPS and CSVR. The qualitative study was conducted 
from December 2020 to September 2021 in Kondele and 
Kawangware neighbourhoods in Kisumu and Nairobi 
Counties respectively. Focus group discussions and In-
depth interviews were held with 104 purposively sampled 
respondents, including active and previous participants in 
the project, youth who unsuccessfully applied to be part of 
the project, and those who did not apply, KYEOP national-
level project officials, project field officers, community 
youth leaders, and chiefs from both sites.

https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/youth-empowerment-initiatives-social-inclusion-and-violence-prevention/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/youth-empowerment-initiatives-social-inclusion-and-violence-prevention/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/research-reports/youth-empowerment-initiatives-social-inclusion-and-violence-prevention/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/impact-of-kenya-youth-employment-opportunities-project-on-criminal-and-political-violence/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/impact-of-kenya-youth-employment-opportunities-project-on-criminal-and-political-violence/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/impact-of-kenya-youth-employment-opportunities-project-on-criminal-and-political-violence/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/addressing-social-exclusion-and-barriers-to-participation-in-youth-programmes/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/addressing-social-exclusion-and-barriers-to-participation-in-youth-programmes/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/addressing-social-exclusion-and-barriers-to-participation-in-youth-programmes/
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Youth Inclusion in Africa Webinar Series
CHRIPS and CSVR held a three-part webinar series in 2021. These provided a platform for researchers working 
on youth inclusion from Eastern and Southern Africa to exchange ideas and share knowledge from their 
ongoing study.

The first webinar took place on 8th September where speakers from Southern Africa revisited efforts made 
towards increasing inclusion of youth in national conversations and development issues since the start of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. They spoke on the violent policing of black men focusing on cases in South Africa and 
Kenya. The discussion also addressed emerging stereotypes against youth who have been termed as super-
spreaders of the coronavirus and reckless.

The session on youth activism in Africa held on 15th September unpacked the potential youth have in contributing 
to national development. Panellists interrogated what they termed as “freedom under siege” highlighting 
how pandemic regulations continue to enable governments to curtail freedom of expression and association 
around Africa. Trends in youth activism that highlight global interconnectedness and interdependence was also 
discussed.

The series concluded with a look at the intersection between youth and national development. The last 
session held on 22nd September saw researchers from East Africa to present lessons on proper youth inclusion 
gleaned from youth programmes such as the Kenya Youth Empowerment Opportunity Programme being 
implemented in Kenya. Concerns around recruitment requirements, public participation and evaluation; along 
with mainstreaming of issues affecting the youth in the national agenda were some of the gaps that were seen 
to contribute to their exclusion.

Complexities surrounding youth involvement in violence

Dr Katindi Sivi - Afri-futurist; Founder and Executive Director, Longview Consult - discusses programming 
and implementation of youth projects in Kenya and issues that contribute to their perceived exclusion and 
involvement in violence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsio1prX1vw&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tsio1prX1vw&t=2s
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Overview of the Kenya Youth Employment and Opportunities Project

Brian Kimari - Junior Research Fellow, CHRIPS - discusses findings from CHRIPS study on Youth Inclusion for 
Violence Prevention.

Tackling unemployment among the youth in Nairobi County

Andama Oluoch - Representative, Nairobi County, Education and Youth - discusses issues which the Nairobi 
County Committee on the Youth aims to prioritize.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_6CyAOUtU&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcIpnBtd-Lk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_6CyAOUtU&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcIpnBtd-Lk
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Youth Inclusion and Violence Prevention in Nairobi: 
A Study of the National Youth Service Community 
Cohorts Programme

This study has been assessing the extent to which the National Youth Service (NYS) Community Cohorts 
Programme in Kenya contributed to youth inclusion in economic life and governance and the impact of that 
inclusion on violence in Nairobi. In 2020 a quantitative household survey was carried out between March and 
April in Mathare and Kibra. CHRIPS held several focus group discussions to disseminate and validate the data 
with former cohorts from the National Youth Service Community Programme. The study has reached its tail 
end with final outputs to be released in 2022. Preliminary findings are summarized in the three publications 
below:

NYS Cohorts Programme: Emerging Insights and Lessons

This research note summarizes preliminary findings 
from qualitative and quantitative research, carried out in 
Mathare and Kibera informal settlements. The two sites are 
a microcosm of many of the poor urban neighbourhoods 
across Kenya, where opportunities for quality employment 
and economic opportunities are limited. The findings are 
a result of the CHRIPS study of the National Youth Service 
Cohorts Programme in Mathare and Kibera to assess the 
extent to which it contributed to youth inclusion in economic 
life and governance, and the impact of that inclusion on 
violence in Nairobi.

Lessons on youth inclusion from the National Youth 
Service (NYS) Cohorts programme in Mathare and Kibra

This brief examines how the National Youth Service cohorts 
programme contributed to youth inclusion in economic 
life, governance and its impact on violence in Nairobi. Data 
for this Policy Brief is derived from a literature review, a 
quantitative household survey conducted by CHRIPS in April 
2020, and personal accounts from former NYS community 
cohorts who participated in focus group discussions held in 
Mathare and Kibra informal settlements.

Impact of NYS cohorts Programme on reduction crime and 
violence in Mathare and Kibra

This policy brief analyses the NYS project’s economic impact 
through job-creation and inculcating a savings culture 
primarily through the SACCOs. It explores how the inclusion 
of youth in economic life through the NYS empowerment 
project contributed to the prevention and reduction of 
crime in Kibra and Mathare. It concludes that future youth 
economic empowerment programmes that aim to reduce 
crime can draw many lessons from the NYS Community 
Cohorts Programme in Mathare and Kibra. 

https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/nys-cohorts-programme-emerging-insights-and-lessons/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/lessons-on-youth-inclusion-from-the-national-youth-service-nys-cohorts-programme-in-mathare-and-kibra/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/lessons-on-youth-inclusion-from-the-national-youth-service-nys-cohorts-programme-in-mathare-and-kibra/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/impact-of-nys-cohorts-programme-on-reduction-of-crime-and-violence-in-mathare-and-kibra/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/impact-of-nys-cohorts-programme-on-reduction-of-crime-and-violence-in-mathare-and-kibra/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/nys-cohorts-programme-emerging-insights-and-lessons/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/lessons-on-youth-inclusion-from-the-national-youth-service-nys-cohorts-programme-in-mathare-and-kibra/
https://www.chrips.or.ke/publications/policy-brief/impact-of-nys-cohorts-programme-on-reduction-of-crime-and-violence-in-mathare-and-kibra/
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Policy Engagements
In furthering our mission to influence policy and generate and disseminate knowledge, our team participated 
in various forums highlighting our work on security. We also forged new research partnerships. This section 
gives a summary of CHRIPS’ contribution to select policy forums.

United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee special meeting 

CHRIPS was invited to speak during a special meeting commemorating the 20th anniversary of the adoption of 
security council resolution 1373 (2001). The meeting assessed the progress made and remaining challenges in 
the implementation of the resolution. It interrogated partnerships that have developed and evolved over the 
past 20 years in response to, and in support of, the expansion of the relevant global norms and policies and 
the mandates of the Committee and CTED, and consider proactive ways to further collaboration, cooperation, 
and outreach.

In the meeting, CHRIPS pointed out the challenges affecting counter-terrorism measures on the African 
continent. These are rule of law concerns, an over-focus on security aspects to the neglect of other drivers, weak 
cooperation between non-state and state actors, and poorly coordinated approach to preventive approaches. 

Shift away from an over- securitized approach to counter-terror work, take rights seriously and invest in 
communities giving them a stake in the progress are three key proposals made by CHRIPS during the meeting.

Victim Support Training for IPOA Technical Staff

CHRIPS in collaboration with The Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA) and other project partners: 
European Union (EU); African Policing Civilian Oversight Forum (APCOF); the Danish Institute for Human Rights 
(DIHR); and Centre for Human Rights, University of Pretoria oversaw the training of 75 IPOA officers drawn 
from Investigations, Inspection, Monitoring, Complaints and Legal.  The purpose of the training was to equip 
the officers with appropriate skills to handle victims of police actions. It covered issues of victim support, 
the international and Kenyan legal framework for victim support, victim’s rights, characteristics of a good 
investigator, dealing with complaints, referral of complaints, interviewing of victims and taking of statements. 
40 participants from 8 IPOA regional offices took part in the course which ran from 18th to 26th January 2021.

The Role of the Civil Society in Kenya Politics

CHRIPS Director Dr. Mutuma Ruteere delivered a lecture on “The Role of the Civil Society in Kenya Politics” at 
the National Defence College.  The objective of the course is to prepare participants for higher responsibilities 
in the direction and management of defence, security and other core areas of public policy. Dr. Ruteere 
emphasized Kenya’s role and participation in the region and Africa as a key actor in the understanding of the 
political, geostrategic, economic and social factors which affect the formulation of policy. The lecture was 
delivered on 21st January to 55 senior officers from the military, civil service and other disciplined forces from 
Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, Malawi, Nepal and Kenya.

United Nations Global Counter -Terrorism Strategy Civil Society Town hall

In a virtual town hall held on February 25th 2021, CHRIPS represented by its Director Dr. Ruteere spoke on the 
linkages between UN Counter-Terrorism work and its implications at the regional, national and local levels 
among member states. His contribution called for counter terror policies and practices that would have a direct 
impact on citizens and the community. The main objective for the civil society convening was to set terms of 
debate and influence Global Counter Terrorism Strategy negotiations which started in late March 2021. The 
platform provided by the GCTS review is an important advocacy opportunity to influence counter-terrorism 
norms, institutional infrastructure, frameworks created at the international level, which has significant 
consequences for human rights and civic space downstream at the regional and national levels.
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Global Counter Terrorism Coalition: Strategy Retreat

CHRIPS attended this Civil Society Organisations’ convening hosted by the United Nations Special Rapporteur 
on Counter Terrorism and Human Rights. CHRIPS’ contribution focused on the continuing rule of law challenges 
in counter terrorism in the East African region. Coalition members also reflected on outcomes of the Global 
Counter Terrorism Strategy review. The retreat was held on 28th September.

Coping with CORONA in the margins: Urban Vulnerabilities and Inequalities

CHRIPS researchers took part in a webinar series titled “Coping with CORONA in the margins: Urban Vulnerabilities 
and Inequalities” hosted by Utrecht University. CHRIPS researchers took part in this collaborative ethnographic 
research carried out across eight different urban centres. Presentations focused on pertinent issues that 
have emerged from the various research sites, namely grassroots coping strategies, policing practices, and 
governance discourses.  CHRIPS contribution focused on how residents of Mathare experience, frame, contest, 
and otherwise engage with the National Hygiene (Kazi mtaani) programme. By bringing together examples 
from diverse urban margins, the programme aims to draw out the various ways in which governments, local 
organizations and criminal actors have coped with the challenges of our current times. The webinar took place 
on 18th March 2021.

IGAD regional validation meeting for youth engagement strategy

CHRIPS contributed to a validation meeting on a youth engagement strategy on violent extremism. Held on 
11th March, the purpose of the strategy developed by IGAD Centre of Excellence for Preventing and Countering 
Violent Extremism (ICEPCVE) is to guide youth organizations to collectively further their P/CVE work in their 
respective countries as well as direct them on how to jointly engage with different stakeholders both at the 
national and regional level. 

ICG/UNRCO monthly roundtable on the state of Kenyan youth ahead of the 2022 election 

CHRIPS researchers took part in a roundtable organized by International Crisis Group (ICG) and the United 
Nations Resident Coordinator Office (UNRCO) looking at the state of the Kenyan youth ahead of the 2022 
elections. Beginning with a presentation of data collected by Shujaaz in 2020, the discussion looked at the 
causes and triggers of electoral violence in Kenya, and the role of youth in elections and electoral violence. The 
roundtable was held on 30th March 2021.

Role of Emotional Intelligence and Digital Technology on Private Security in Kenya

On 30th April 2021, CHRIPS participated in a webinar organized by Internet Society Kenya Chapter and The 
Usalama Reforms Forum on the “Role of Emotional Intelligence and Digital Technology on Private Security in 
Kenya.” The timely interdisciplinary discussion covered three areas; a discussion of the state of private security 
in Kenya, including the growth of the private security sector, legal and policy developments, the numerous 
challenges of regulation and unsatisfactory labour conditions. The discussion looked to the future of regulating 
private security in Kenya, and pointed out pertinent questions and issues that researchers, practitioners, and 
policy makers should address. 

CHRIPS engagement with the National Youth Service (NYS)

On 30th August CHRIPS held a virtual meeting with the management team of the National Youth Service. The 
meeting provided a forum for our researchers to present findings from the Centre’s study on Youth Inclusion 
and Violence Prevention which focuses on the National Youth Service Community Cohorts Programme as a 
case study. The NYS team shared key points pertinent to our study fielding questions on programme design, 
target age groups, duration and expected economic benefits to the youth which had been envisioned in the 
initial roll out of the community cohorts programme.
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The function of intelligence services in a democratic country

CHRIPS participated in this virtual seminar series hosted by African Intelligence Studies Collective on 5th 
September. In this meeting contributions were made on accountability of the intelligence services in Kenya 
and challenges faced including lack of setting up of the Intelligence Accountability Board. 

Virtual roundtable on ISIL trends and developments in Africa

CHRIPS participated in this virtual round table on Islamic State (ISIL) trends and developments in Africa, focusing 
community perceptions of policy and practical responses to terrorism. The roundtable took place on 28th and 
29th October.

MEDIA ENGAGEMENT
In 2021, our research outputs received positive media coverage. These continue to establish our credibility and 
maximise the impact of our work to wider audiences.  

25th February: The Star reporting of CHRIPS terror attacks and arrests observatory report: 122 killed in terror 
attacks in 2020, group says. https://www.the-star.co.ke/counties/north-eastern/2021-02-25-122-killed-in-
terror-attacks-in-2020-group-says/

26th February: Capital FM online coverage following the release of CHRIPS terror attacks and arrests observatory 
report for 2020: Terrorism Observatory Says Terror-Related Attacks Claimed 122 Lives In 2020. https://www.
capitalfm.co.ke/news/2021/02/terrorism-observatory-says-terror-related-attacks-claimed-122-lives-in-2020/

26th February: People Daily coverage of CHRIPS terror attacks and arrests observatory report release: Terrorism 
claimed 122 people countrywide last year – report. https://t.co/I6lSd8dxlR?amp=1

22nd June: To protect human rights, an independent oversight body for the U.N. Office of Counter- Terrorism 
needs to be created. https://www.justsecurity.org/77056/why-un-counterterrorism-needs-human-rights-
oversight-now/

31st August: Daily Nation reporting of CHRIPS training workshop in Nakuru County on promoting accountability 
in private policing in Kenya

Private security guards tipped 
on promoting accountability in 
counter violent extremism and 
policing in Kenya

30th September: Standard 
newspaper reporting of 
CHRIPS policy workshop in 
Mombasa county on promoting 
accountability and private 
policing in Kenya

https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=9120f25dc8&e=1a2cdd934e
https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=9120f25dc8&e=1a2cdd934e
https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=9120f25dc8&e=1a2cdd934e
https://chrips.us18.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0c5c2382b5588d85aa34027d0&id=9120f25dc8&e=1a2cdd934e
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21st October: Star newspaper publication of CHRIPS opinion piece - A critical look at the top down 
conceptualization and implementation of KYEOP failed to capture youths “at most” risk of joining crime. https://
www.the-star.co.ke/opinion/columnists/2021-10-21-mwangi-mwaura-kyeop-good-idea-but-not-all-inclusive/

14th November: Daily Nation publication of CHRIPS commentary – Urgent need for bold action to transform 
police service. https://nation.africa/kenya/blogs-opinion/blogs/urgent-need-for-bold-action-to-transform-
police-service-3618274

21st November: Standard newspaper publication of CHRIPS opinion piece – Private guards need more than 
guns to secure our country. 

5th December: Standard newspaper publication of CHRIPS opinion piece – First understand the root causes, impact 
of gendered political violence to curb it. https://www.standardmedia.co.ke/national/article/2001431035/first-
understand-the-root-causes-impact-of-gendered-political-violence-to-curb-it

29th December: Star Newspaper publication of CHRIPS opinion piece – Make youth projects gender inclusive. 
https://www.the-star.co.ke/opinion/columnists/2021-12-29-muturi-make-youth-projects-gender-inclusive/

31st December: Daily Nation article sampling CHRIPS research on private security and countering violent 
extremism
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CHRIPS Leadership and Staff 
We thank our team and partners who have remained consistent in ensuring that CHRIPS’ research 
maintains its credibility as the organisation continues its work contributing to policy development, policy 
solutions and greater insights on the security and development issues affecting the continent.

Board of Directors 
 Francis Aywa – Board Chairperson

 Dr Mutuma Ruteere – Executive Director & Board Secretary

 Wambui Kimathi – Treasurer

 Prof. Winnie Mitullah – Member

 Prisca Kamungi – Member

 Dr Collins Odote – Member

Staff  
 Dr Mutuma Ruteere – Director

 Dr Patrick Mutahi – Deputy Director & Research Fellow

 Janet Mulonzia – Finance and Administration Officer

 Kamau Wairuri – Research Fellow

 Brian Kimari – Junior Research Fellow

 Rahma Ramadhan – Junior Research Fellow

 Melissa Mungai – Junior Research Fellow

 Jacqueline Muturi – Research Intern

 Mwangi Mwaura – Research Intern

 Lynda Ouma – Communication and Knowledge Management Officer

Our Partners
 African Policing Civilian Oversight Forum (APCOF)

 Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR)

 Danish International Development Aid Agency (DANIDA)

 Department for International Development (DFID)

 Independent Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA)

 Institute of Development Studies at the University of Sussex (IDS)

 International Development Research Centre (IDRC)

 Open Society Foundation (OSF)

 Open Society Initiative for East Africa (OSIEA)

 The Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation (CSVR)

 University of Pretoria
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